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INTRODUCTION
w xIn M3 , the author studied the representation of code vertex operator
Ž .algebras VOA M of even linear binary codes D. This paper is one of itsD
sequels and we will here give a foundation of new construction of VOA of
Ž .some type. The vertex operator algebras V, Y, v, 1 which we want to
 1 n4construct in this paper contain a set e , . . . , e of mutually orthogonal
1i n iconformal vectors e with central charge such that the sum Ý e isis12
the Virasoro element v of V and a vertex operator subalgebra T s
1 11 n i mn² : Ž . Ž .e , . . . , e generated by all e is isomorphic to L , 0 , where L , 0 is2 2
one of the minimal series of rational Virasoro VOAs with central charge
1 . The structures of these vertex operator algebras were initially studied in2
w x hDMZ . The most interesting example is the moonshine VOA V , see
w xFLM, DMZ . Actually, we will construct and study the moonshine VOA
w xand infinitely many holomorphic VOAs in the next paper M4 . An
advantage of our construction is that we can also get some uniqueness
theorem, which is very useful to calculate the full automorphism groups of
VOAs.
The key point of our construction is to use a Hamming code VOA M .H8
We will first study the irreducible modules of a Hamming code VOA and
w xthe fusion rule of some of them. In M3 , the author proved that a coset
module M of code VOA M satisfies the following condition:aqD D
Ž .Condition S M = U is irreducible for any irreducible M -mod-aqD D
ule U. Here M = U denotes a fusion product or a tensor product. TheyaqD
both are the same in this paper since we will treat only rational VOAs. As
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Ž .we will show, the property S is not only very useful for constructing
VOAs but also useful for proving a uniqueness theorem. The advantage of
a Hamming code VOA is that every irreducible module with integer or
Ž .half integer weights also satisfies the condition S .
Throughout this paper, to simplify the notation, we treat a binary word d
Ž .  4of length 8k as a subset, Supp d , of V s 1, 2, . . . , 8k . For example,
Ž . Ž . Ž .a l b denotes a word g with Supp g s Supp a l Supp b . Also, for a
Ž . Ž .code D of length 8k, Supp D denotes D Supp a .a g D
In order to apply the properties of a Hamming code VOA, we will
assume the following conditions in Section 4.
Ž .HYPOTHESES II. 1 D and S are both e¤en linear codes of length 8k
and S : DH .
Ž . a , b a c , b2 For any a , b g S, there are subcodes E and E of D such that
Ž . a , b a c , b w x2.1 E and E are direct sums of 8, 4, 4 -Hamming codes
Ž a , b . Ž a c , b . cand Supp E s a and Supp E s a ,
Ž . a , b a , b 2.2 D q E s D q E for a / b , where D s b g D:b aqb a
Ž . Ž .4 c Ž 8 k .Supp b : Supp a and a s 1 q a .
Ž . a a3 There is an S-graded M -module V s [ V such that each V isD a g S
Ä a Ž0 8 k .Ž .an M -submodule with h V s a . Moreo¤er, V ( M as M -modules.D D D
Ž . Ž n.44 For a , b g S y 0 and a / b ,
M [ V a [ V b [ V aqbD
has a simple VOA structure containing M as a sub-VOA.D
Ä aŽ .Here h V denotes a binary word of length n satisfying that if a
1 1Ž .T-submodule is isomorphic to mL , h then h s if and only ifi i2 16
1a a aÄ ÄŽ Ž .. Ž .i g Supp h V . We call h V a -word of V .16
Our main aim in this paper is to prove the following theorem:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Under the abo¤e assumptions 1 ] 4 of Hypotheses II,
Ž . Ž0 8 k .V has a simple VOA structure V, Y, v, 1 with V ( M as a sub-VOA.D
Its ¤ertex operators are uniquely determined up to M -isomorphisms.D
Ž . Ž .Remark 1. Let's explain the above assumptions. Assumptions 1 ] 2
Ž .are conditions for codes D and S. Assumption 3 is just a setting. Hence,
Ž .the important condition is 4 , but it is still a local condition. Among the
Ž . Ž .conditions on the codes, 2 looks complicated. By 2.2 , there is a tensor
product M a , b a c, b of Hamming code VOAs such that each V a decom-E [E
poses into the direct sum of irreducible M a , b a c, b-modules satisfyingE [E
Ž .Condition S. We use the assumption 2 in order to make the calculation
easier. We are expecting that a similar result holds under weaker condi-
Ž .tions than 2 .
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1. VOA
In this section, we recall the definition of a VOA and intertwining
w xoperators from FLM, FHL .
DEFINITION 1. A vertex operator algebra is a Z-graded vector space
V s Ý‘ V with finite dimensional homogeneous spaces V , equippedns0 n n
with a formal power series
yny1 y1w xY ¤ , z s ¤ z g End V z , zŽ . Ž .Ý n
ngZ
called the vertex operator of ¤ for each ¤ g V satisfying the following
Ž . Ž .1 ] 3 .
Ž .1 There is a specific element 1 g V called the vacuum such that0
Ž . Ž .1a Y 1, z s 1 andV
Ž .1b ¤ 1 s ¤ and ¤ 1 s 0 for all n G 0.y1 n
Ž .2 There is a specific element v g V called the Virasoro element2
such that
Ž .  Ž . 42a L n [ v is a Virasoro algebra generator, that is,nq1
they satisfy
m3 y m
L m , L n s m y n L m q n q d c,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . mq n , 0 12
Ž .where c g C is called the rank or the central charge of V,
Ž . Ž .2b the L y1 -derivative property,
d
L y1 , Y ¤ , z s Y ¤ , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
dz
Ž . Ž .2c L 0 s n1 .V Vn n
Ž .3 Commutativity, for any u, ¤ g V
Y ¤ , z Y u , w ; Y u , w Y ¤ , z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Here A z , z ; B z , z means that there is an integer N such that1 2 1 2
Ž .N Ž . Ž .4z y z A z , z y B z , z s 0.1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .DEFINITION 2. A module for V, Y, 1, v is a Z-graded vector space
M s [ M with finite dimensional homogeneous spaces M , equippedn nnG 0
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with a formal power series
M M yny1 y1w xY ¤ , z s ¤ z g End M z , zŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý n
ngZ
called the module vertex operator of ¤ for ¤ g V satisfying
Ž . M Ž .1 Y 1, z s 1 .M
Ž . M Ž . M Ž . yny12 Y v, z s ÝL n z satisfies,
Ž .2a the Virasoro algebra relations,
Ž . Ž .2b the L y1 -derivative property,
d
M MY L y1 ¤ , z s Y ¤ , z ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
dz
and
Ž . M Ž . Ž .2c L 0 s k 1 for some k g C.M n M nn n
Ž .3 Commutativity,
Y M ¤ , z Y M u , w ; Y M u , w Y M u , z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .4 Associativity,
Y u ¤ , z s Y M u , z Y M ¤ , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .nn
Ž . yny1for u, ¤ g V and Y u, z s Ýu z .n
Ž . Ž 1 1. Ž 2 2 .DEFINITION 3. Let V, Y, 1, v be a VOA and let W , Y , W , Y ,
Ž 3 3.and W , Y be three V-modules. An intertwining operator of type
W 1Ž . is a linear map2 3W W
2 3 1  4I ), z : W “ Hom W , W zŽ . Ž .Ž .
u “ I u , z s u zyny1Ž . Ý n
ngQ
satisfying:
Ž . 1Ž .1 L y1 -derivative property,
d
1I L y1 u , z s I u , z .Ž . Ž .Ž .
dz
Ž . 22 Commutativity, for ¤ g V, u g W ,
Y 1 ¤ , z I u , z ; I u , z Y 3 ¤ , z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
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Ž .3 Associativity,
I ¤ 1u , z s Y ¤ , z I u , z .Ž . Ž .Ž . nn
Ž . Ž .Here the nth normal product Y ¤ , z I u, z for an intertwining operatorn
is given by
n n1 3Res z y z Y ¤ , z I u , z y yz q z I u , z Y ¤ , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 1 1 1
z1
iŽ . iŽ . yny2and Y v, z s Ý L n z .ng Z
W 1Ž .DEFINITION 4. I denotes the set of intertwining operators of2 3V W W
W 1Ž .type . It is a vector space and its dimension is denoted by2 3W W
N 2 3W
1
. In order to denote the dimensions, we use an expressionW , W
W 2 = W 3 s N 2 3W W ,Ý W , W
W
called the ``fusion rule,'' where W runs over all irreducible V-modules. We
note that N 2 3W might be infinite, but we will deal only with the caseW , W
where Ý N W2 3 is finite.W W , W
DEFINITION 5. To simplify the notation, we sometimes omit V in
W 1Ž .I .2 3V W W
2. HAMMING CODE VOA MH8
2.1. Definition of M and Its Twenty-Four Conformal VectorsH8
w xIn this subsection, we will recall several results from M2 and adopt the
w xnotation from M3 .
DEFINITION 6. An even binary linear code H with the generator matrix8
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1H s 2.1Ž .
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
w xis called the 8, 4, 4 Hamming code.
w xWe constructed a VOA M from the 8, 4,4 -Hamming code H as aH 88
Ž .sub-VOA of a tensor products of 8 SVOA M [ M Y and denote it by0 1
1 1 1w x Ž . Ž .M in M2 , where M ( L , 0 and M ( L , . We will explain aH 0 12 2 28
code VOA M for an even linear code D of length n briefly. LetD
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Ã a 4D s "e : a g D be the central extension of D viewing as an abelian
1a b ²a , b : b a mnŽ . Ž .group such that e e s y1 e e . As L , 0 -modules, M (D2
a a n aŽ . Ž .[ M and M ( m M m e , where a s a , . . . , a g D. Theis1 a 1 na g D i
Ž n i. a Ž n Ž i .. avertex operator of m u m e is given by m Y u , z m e , seeis1 is1
w xM2 for the detail.
 1 84Let e , . . . , e be a set of coordinate conformal vectors of M , that is,H81 8i 1 8 Ž0 ??? 0. m8 Ž0 .² : Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .e ( L , 0 and e , . . . , e s M ( M m e . As in 4.9 of02
w xM3 , q denotes a lowest weight vector of M satisfying1
q q s 2v1 , q q s 0, q q s 1,y2 y1 0
2.2Ž .
1q 1 s q , q q s 0 for n ) 0,y1 n
1 1where v and 1 are the Virasoro element and the vacuum of M ,0
respectively. Set q a s mn q ai and q a s q a m ea g M a, where q1 s q gÃ Ãis1
0M and q s 1 g M .1 0
w xWe note that there are fourteen codewords of weight 4 in H . In M2 ,8
we obtained the following:
w x a b Ž .LEMMA 2.1 M2 . Let a and b be four-point sets. Then q , q g MH 28
and we ha¤e
q a q a s 2 ei ,Ž . Ž . Ý1 ž /
iga
a b aqb < <q q s u if a l b s 2,Ž . 1
q a q b s 0 if a l b s B,Ž . 1
1i j² :e , e s d ,i , j4
and
² a b :q , q s d .a , b
w xTHEOREM 2.1 M2 . In M , we ha¤e the following conformal ¤ectors withH81central charge ,2
1 1 ² :a , ba 1 8 bs s e q ??? qe q y1 q 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý8 8 < <bgC , b s4
for words a . These are defined by the co-code Z8rH , that is, sa s s b if and2 8
only if a y b g H . In particular, we ha¤e sixteen new conformal ¤ectors.8
² a b :Moreo¤er, s , s s 0 if and only if a q b has e¤en weight.
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Thus, we obtained the following three sets of 8 mutually orthogonal
conformal vectors of M ,H8
1 8 b < < a < < 4  4e , . . . , e , s : b odd weight , s : a even weight . 2.4 4 Ž .
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4We can take n s 10 ??? 0 , n s 010 ??? 0 , . . . , n s 0 ??? 01 as a set1 2 8
8 of representatives of the odd weight cosets of Z rH and n q n s2 8 1 1
Ž . Ž .40 ??? 0 , n q n , . . . , n q n s 10 ??? 01 as that of even weight cosets1 2 1 8
of Z8rH .2 8
DEFINITION 7. We will use the following notation in this paper:
d j s sn1qn j for j s 1, . . . , 8
and 2.5Ž .
f i s sn i for i s 1, . . . , 8.
Actually, these are only sets of 8 mutually orthogonal conformal vectors.
LEMMA 2.2. There are exactly three sets of mutually orthogonal 8 confor-
1mal ¤ectors with central charge in M .H2 8
Ž .Proof. Since H has no codewords of weight 2, M s 0 by the8 H 18
 1 84definition of code VOAs. Suppose the lemma is false and let g , . . . , g
be another set of 8 mutually orthogonal conformal vectors. Viewing MH81 11 8 i² : ² : Ž .as a g , . . . , g -module, there is no g -module isomorphic to L ,2 16
since Ý8 g i is the Virasoro element and the weights of elements inis1
² i j:iM are integers. Therefore, t s 1 for all i and so we have e , g sH g8
² a j: 8 w xs , g s 1r32 for any a g Z by Lemma 6.11 in M1 . Since2
M s Ce1 q ??? qCe8 q Cq b ,Ž . ÝH8 2
< <bgC , b s4
i b i i b b ² i j:there are a , a g C such that g s Ýa e q Ýa q . e , g s 1r32 im-
Ž Ž18. b . g iplies a s 1r8. Since 4 s y s s Ý q is orthogonal to g fori ² b , g :s1
8 Ž .any a , b g Z and dim Ý s 14, we have a contradiction.2 b g C , < b <s4 2
We next show the action of s on sa.ei
Ž a . aqn iiLEMMA 2.3. s s s s .e
Proof.
81 1 ² :a , ba i b
i is s s s e q y1 uŽ . Ž .Ý Ýe e ž /½ 5ž /8 8is1 < <b s4
81 ² : ² :a , b n , bi bis e q y1 y1 uŽ . Ž .Ý Ýž /8 is1 < <b s4
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81 ² :aqn , bi bis e q y1 uŽ .Ý Ýž /8 is1 < <b s4
s sn iqa .
Namely, each involution s permutes the new sixteen conformal vectorsei w xregularly. We want to note one more thing. Since the 8, 4, 4 -Hamming
code is the only self-dual doubly even code of length 8, M is stillH8
² 1 8:isomorphic to M as f , . . . , f -modules.H8
2.2. Irreducible M -Modules with Zr2 Lowest WeightsH8
In this subsection, we will study the fusion rules of irreducible M -mod-H81ules having lowest weights in Z. Let W be an irreducible M -moduleH2 81ÄŽ . w x ² :and let b s h W be its -word. By Lemma 5.1 in M3 , b , a s 0 for16
< < Ž .all a g H and so b g H . In particular, b ’ 0 mod 4 and so the8 8
1lowest weight of W is in Z.4
If W is an irreducible M -module with an integer lowest weight, thenH81 1 iŽ . ² :there are no L , as e -submodules since the sum of lowest weights2 16
² j:of e -modules for j s 1, . . . , 8 should be an integer and so we conclude
W ( Ý M as T-modules for some set I of words of length n. Since aa g I a
1 8Ž .-word of W is 0 , a T-submodule in W determines an M -moduleH16 8w xstructure uniquely by Theorem 5.3 in M3 and so W ( M for someaqH8
a g Z8 . Thus,2
LEMMA 2.4. If W is an irreducible M -module whose lowest weight is anH8
integer, then W is isomorphic to a coset module M for some a g Z8 .aqH 28
Before we explicitly classify all irreducible modules whose lowest weights
are half-integers, we will prove the following lemma by a similar argument
w xas in Theorem 6.12 in M1 .
LEMMA 2.5. Let V s Ý‘ V be a VOA o¤er R satisfying dim V s 1is0 i 0
and V s 0. Assume that V has a positi¤e definite in¤ariant bilinear form1
Ž .), ) and that e and f are two distinct non-orthogonal conformal ¤ectors with
1central charge . Assume further that t fixes f and t fixes e. If W is ane f2
irreducible C m V-module such that W is isomorphic to a direct sum ofR
1 1Ž . ² : ² :L , as an e -module and also as an f -module, then W has a2 16
1 1 1Ž . Ž . ² Ž .:submodule isomorphic to L , 0 or L , as a s f -module.e2 2 2
We have to note that M satisfies the above conditions and s isH e8
well-defined only when t s 1. However, since f g Vt e we can define ane
Ž . t eelement s f g V : V at least.e
w xProof. As in the proof of lemma 6.11 in M1 , we have a , b g V and2
1l g C satisfying e a s 0 and e b s b such that f s le q a q b. In the1 1 2
1 16w xproof of Lemma 6.11 in M1 , the author proved that l s and a is a8 5
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7 1Ž .conformal vector with central charge . Furthermore, s f s e q a y be10 8
1is also a conformal vector with central charge . Let W be the top module02
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .of W. For ¤ g V , it follows from v , ¤ s v ¤ q v ¤ s 1 y s ¤2 1 s 0 sq1 1 s s
Ž .that ¤ s G 2 decrease the grade of W. We also note that e and f acts 1 1
1 1on W as by the assumption. Since f s e q a q b , a and b0 1 116 8
16 3 8 35 48 120commute on W . Since the lowest weight of a is one of 0, , , , ,0 5 80 80 80 80 80
7 1Ž . Ž .by the representation of L , 0 , s f cannot have as an eigenvaluee10 16
1 1 1Ž . Ž .on W . Hence W has a submodule isomorphic to L , 0 or L , as a0 2 2 2
² Ž .:s f -module.e
Applying the above lemma, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.1. Let W be an irreducible M -module with half integerH8
1 1 m8 1 8Ž . ² :weights. If W is isomorphic to L , as an e , . . . , e -module, then2 16
² 1 8:W is isomorphic to a coset module as an f , . . . , f -module or as a
² 1 8:d , . . . , d -module.
1Proof. Since the sum of lowest weights is in Z, if W has a submodule2
1 1 1 1Ž . Ž . ² :isomorphic to L , 0 or L , as an f -module, then W is isomorphic2 2 2
² 1 8:to a coset module as an f , . . . , f -module. Hence, we may assume that
1 11 8 m8² : Ž .W is a direct sum of f , . . . , f -modules isomorphic to L , . Since2 16
 1 84  Ž 1. Ž 8.4d , . . . , d s s f , . . . , s f , W has a submodule isomorphic toe e
1 1 1 1Ž . Ž . ² :L , 0 or L , as a d -module. Hence, W is isomorphic to a coset2 2 2
1 8² :module as a d , . . . , d -module.
So we can classify all irreducible M -modules with half-integer orH8
integer weights.
THEOREM 2.2. If W is an irreducible M -module with a half-integer or anH8
integer lowest weight, then W is isomorphic to one of the following :
Ž . ² 1 8:1 M for i s 1, . . . , 8 as an e , . . . , e -module,n qn qH1 i 8
Ž . ² 1 8:2 M for i s 1, . . . , 8 as an e , . . . , e -module,n qHi 8
Ž . ² 1 8:3 M for i s 1, . . . , 8 as an f , . . . , f -module, andn qHi 8
Ž . ² 1 8:4 M for i s 1, . . . , 8 as a d , . . . , d -module.n qHi 8
Ž .Here n denotes the word 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 whose ith entry is 1 and thei
Ž . Ž .others are all 0. E¤ery irreducible module in 3 and 4 is isomorphic to
8 1 1 1 8Ž . ² :m L , as an e , . . . , e -moduleis1 2 16
Proof. If W is an irreducible M -module with integer weights, then WH8
Ž .is isomorphic to a coset module and so 1 holds because of the weight. If
W is an irreducible M -module with a half-integer lowest weight, then weH8 8 1 1iŽ . Ž Ž ..have W ( Ý M q Ý m L , as T-modules and so W ( Ma a is1 aqH2 16 8
8 1 1iŽ .or W ( Ý m L , as T-modules by the fusion rules of irreducibleis1 2 16
1Ž .modules of L , 0 . If W is isomorphic to M as a T-module, thenaqH2 8
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W ( M as M -modules as in the case of integer lowest weight and soaqH H8 8
1 1 m8Ž . Ž .2 holds. If L s ÝL , , then there is a set of mutually orthogonal2 16
 1 84conformal vectors, say d , . . . , d , such that L is isomorphic to M foraqH88 ² 1 8: Ž .some a g Z as a d , . . . , d -module by Corollary 2.1. Thus, we have 32
Ž . w xor 4 . In M2 , the author has proved that for a word a with odd weight
1 1 m8< < Ž . ² :a , a coset module M is isomorphic to L , as an f , . . . , f -aqH 1 82 168
² :module and also as an d , . . . , d -module.1 8
M Äw x Ž . Ž .By Theorem M3 , an irreducible M -module M, Y with h M sH8
Ž 8.1 is uniquely determined by the representation of elementary Abelian
1 1 m8 8Ã Ž .group H . Therefore, if M ( L , , then there is a word b g Z8 22 16
Ž a . asuch that the vertex operator Y u , z of u on M is given by
Ž .²a , b :Ž 8 Ž i .. a a a Ž i. ay1 m I u , z , where u s u m e s mu m e andÃis1
8 Ž . w xm I ), z is the fixed intertwining operator given in M3 .is1
² 1 8:DEFINITION 8. If M ( M as e , . . . , e -modules, then we denoteaqH81 8 1 1 1 8Ž . Ž . ² :it by H , a . If M ( m L , as e , . . . , e -modules and the vertexis12 2 16
a Ž .²a , b : Ž a .operator of u is given by y1 m I u , z , then we denoteÃ
1Ž .it by H , b . Consequently, we have exactly thirty-two irreducible16
M -modules with lowest weights in Zr2.H8
The next lemma is clear by the definition.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.6. H h, a ( H k, b if and only if h s k and a y b g H .8
1Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. The lowest weights of modules in 2 , 3 , 4 are and2
Ž .those of the modules in 1 are one or zero.
Proof. The statements are clear from the definition.
1 g gŽ .Finally, let's see a relation between H , a and s . The action of s on16
1Ž .M s H , a is given by16
² :g , bM g M b8Y s , z s Y v q y1 q , zŽ . Ž .Ýž /
bgC 4
² : ² :g , b a , bM bs Y v , z q y1 y1 mI q , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝ
bgC 4
² : ² :g , b a , bM bs Y v , z q y1 y1 mI q , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝ
bgC 4
² :gqa , bM bs Y v , z q y1 mI q , z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝ
bgC 4
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Therefore, the grade-keeping endomorphism sg on the lowest weight1
space is given by
1 1 ² :gqa , b
v q y1 .Ž . Ž .Ý18 32 bgC 4
1 14 1 < <Hence, if g s a , then it is equal to q s . If g / a and g q a is16 32 2
1 2 < <even, it is equal to y s 0. If g / a and g q a is odd, then it is16 32
1 0 1equal to y s .16 32 16
Hence, we have the following isomorphisms:
1 1 8Ž . ² : Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. H , a ( M as f , . . . , f -modules as in 3n qH16 i 81i a 1 8Ž . ² : Ž .if f s s and H , a ( M as d , . . . , d -modules as in 4 ifn qH16 i 8
di s sa.
2.3. Fusion Rule of MH8
In this section, we will determine the fusion rules of the irreducible
M -modules with lowest weights in Zr2. In the previous section, we haveH8
shown that such irreducible modules are
1 1
8H , a , H , b : a , b g Z rH . 2.6Ž .2 8½ 5ž / ž /2 16
We first prove the following lemma.
1Ž .LEMMA 2.7. If a is an e¤en word, then H , a ( M asaqH2 8
² 1 8: ² 1 8:f , . . . , f -modules. They are also isomorphic as d , . . . , d -modules.
Ž i. iProof. By Lemma 2.3 and Definition 2, we have s f s d for all i.e11Ž .Since s fixes all H , a , it is sufficient to prove the lemma fore 21
² 1 8:  4f , . . . , f . Without loss of generality, we may assume a s 1, 2 .
1Ž .The lowest weight of H , a is one and the lowest weight space has a2
 124 344 564 7844  4  4  4basis u , u , u , u , where 1234 , 1256 , 1278 are the set of four
1 4 Ž .point codewords of H containing 12 . Hence, H , a ( M as8 bqH2 8
² 1 8:f , . . . , f -modules for some b. By the direct calculation of the eigenval-
1 1 1b ² b , g : gŽ . Ž .ues of s s v q Ý y1 u on H , a , the eigenvaluesg g H , <g <s48 8 28
of sn1 and sn 2 on yu124 q u344 q u564 q u784 are the same and equal
1 1Ž  4.to ; those of the others are 0. Hence, H , 12 ( M as124qH2 2 81 8² :f , . . . , f -modules.
w xBy Theorem 5.5 in M3 and Theorem 2.2, we have the following
theorem.
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THEOREM 2.3. If W is an irreducible M -module, then the tensor productH8
Ž .H h, b = W is irreducible for any h and b.
Ž .Let ¤ g H h, b . By the direct calculation, we have
Y sa , z Y ug , z ¤Ž . Ž .1 2
1
g; Y v , z Y u , zŽ .Ž .Ã 1 2½8
Ž .a , b b gq y1 Y u , z Y u , z ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2 5
< <bgC , b s4
1
g; Y u , z Y v , zŽ . Ž .Ã2 1½8
Ž .aqg , b g bq y1 Y u , z Y u , z ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 1 5
< <bgC , b s4
; Y ug , z Y saqg , z ¤ . 2.7Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1
Hence, we have:
Ž a . Ž g . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.3. The action of Y s , z on Y u , z H h, b is the same
Ž aqg . Ž .as Y s , z on H h, b .
1a Ž .So we can calculate all actions on s on H , g = U.2
As a corollary of Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.3, we have:
1 1 Ž . Ž .4COROLLARY 2.2. The fusion products of M -modules H , a , H , aH 2 168
are
1 1 1H , a = H , b s H , a q b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
1 1 1H , a = H , b s H , a q b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 16 2.8Ž .
and
1 1 1H , a = H , b s H , a q b .Ž . Ž . Ž .16 16 2
Proof. Changing a set of coordinate conformal vectors, it is sufficient
1Ž . Ž .to calculate the tensor product H , a = H h, b . We have already2
1Ž . Ž .proved that H , a = H h, b is an irreducible module by Theorem 5.52
w x Ž g . Ž a . Ž .in M3 . Since the action of Y s , z on Y u , z H h, b is the same as
Ž gqa . Ž .Y s , z on H h, b by Proposition 2.3, we have the desired fusion
rules.
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1THEOREM 2.4. If h s and a is an e¤en set and a f H , then M [8 H2 8
Ž .H h, a has a unique simple VOA structure on it up to M -isomorphisms.H81 Ž .If h s or a is odd, then M [ H h, a has a unique simple SVOAH16 8
structure on it up to M -isomorphisms.H8
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since H h, a = H h, a s M , there is a unique nonzeroH8
MHŽ . Ž .8intertwining operator I ), z g I up to scalar multipleH h , a H h , aŽ . Ž .
Ž .and so the structure of a simple VOA on M m H h, a is unique up toH81M -isomorphisms. If h s and a has an even weight, then V s M [H H28 8
1Ž .H , a is a subspace of a code VOA M , where S is the code consistingS2
of all even words of length 8. Since S is an even linear code, M has aS
1VOA structure on it and so does V. If h s or a is odd, then we may16
1assume that h s and a is odd by Proposition 2.2. For an odd word a ,2
1 1Ž . Ž Ž ..8M [ H , a is a subspace of M and M l M [ H , a s M .H Z S H H2 28 2 8 8
Since M 8 has a SVOA structure on it with the even part M and the oddZ S2
part M , we have the desired structure on V.Sqa
3. INDUCED VOA
At the end of the last section, we constructed a simple VOA M mH8
Ž .H h, a containing a sub-VOA isomorphic to M . The purpose of thisH8
section is to make it larger so that it contains a code VOA M for an evenD
linear code D of length 8k containing a self-dual subcode E s [k Eiis1
which is a direct sum of Hamming codes Ei. The method we will use is the
MDŽ . w xinduced module Ind U introduced in M3 . Let U be an M -moduleM EE
k Ž i i.isomorphic to m H h , a .is1
ÄŽ .THEOREM 3.1. If M [ U has a simple VOA structure on it and h U gE
H MDŽ .D , then we can induce a simple VOA structure on M [ Ind U fromD ME
that on M [ U.E
Ž 0. Ž 1.Proof. Let M , Y be a code VOA and let M [ U, Y be a simpleD E
VOA. Since the fusion products U = U s M and U = M s U are irre-E E
1Ž .ducible, the vertex operator Y u, z of u g U on M [ U has a formE
0 I 1 u , zŽ .1Y u , z s , 3.1Ž . Ž .2ž /I u , z 0Ž .
where
1 y1w xI u , z g Hom U, M z , zŽ . Ž .E
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and
2 y1w xI u , z g Hom M , U z , zŽ . Ž .E
UMEŽ . Ž .are intertwining operators of type and , respectively. SetU MU U E
MDŽ . WW s Ind U and let Y be its module vertex operator. For u g M ,M DE
define
0Y u , z 0Ž . y1w xY u , z s g End M [ W z , z .Ž . Ž .DWž /0 Y u , zŽ .
We will first show W = W s M . Let U 0 be an irreducible M -moduleD D
U 0 U 0Ž . Ž . w xwith I / 0. Then I / 0 by Theorem 5.4 in M3 and soM MW W U UD E
U 0 contains M s U = U as an M -submodule. Since the M -moduleE E D
structure of U 0 is determined by an M -submodule by Theorem 5.3 inE
w x 0M3 , we see U ( M . Moreover, since the M -module M has only oneD E D
MDŽ .irreducible submodule isomorphic to M , dim I s 1 and so W = WE W W
s M . By the construction, W contains only one irreducible submoduleD
isomorphic to U as M -modules. From now on, we fix a nonzero intertwin-E
M 1DŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ing operator I ), z g I such that I u, z s I u, z forW W
WŽ . Ž .u g U : W.Choose a nonzero intertwining operator I9 ), z g I W MD
Ž . 2Ž .such that I9 u, z s I u, z for u g U by a similar argument. We will
Ž .define vertex operators Y ¤ , z of ¤ g W by
0 I ¤ , zŽ . y1w xY ¤ , z s g End M [ W z , z 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Dž /I9 ¤ , z 0Ž .
and show that it satisfies the desired conditions so that M [ W becomesD
Ž .a VOA. By the properties of intertwining operators, Y ¤ , z satisfies:
Ž . Ž .A1 L y1 -derivative property;
Ž . Ž . Ž .A2 Y ¤ , z and Y u, z satisfy ``commutativity'' for u g M andD
¤ g W;
Ž .A3 Associativity,
Y u ¤ , z s Y u , z Y ¤ , zŽ . Ž . Ž .nn
for u g M and ¤ g W.D
Ž 1 1. Ž 2 2 .Hence, it is sufficient to show that Y ¤ , z and Y ¤ , z satisfy
1 2 Ž . Ž .``commutativity'' for ¤ , ¤ g W. By the choice of I ), z and I9 ), z , we
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have
Y ¤ 1 , z Y ¤ 2 , z w ; Y ¤ 2 , z Y ¤ 1 , z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
1 2 Ž 1 . Ž 2 . Ž .for ¤ , ¤ , w g M [ U. Since Y ¤ , z , Y ¤ , z , and Y u, z satisfy ``com-E
mutativity'' for u g M , we haveD
N N N 1 2z y z z y z z y z Y ¤ , z Y ¤ , z Y u , z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 2 3 1 2 3
N N N 1 2s z y z z y z z y z Y u , z Y ¤ , z Y ¤ , z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 2 3 3 1 2
N N N 2 1s z y z z y z z y z Y u , z Y ¤ , z Y ¤ , z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 2 3 3 2 1
N N N 2 1s z y z z y z z y z Y ¤ , z Y ¤ , z Y u , z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 2 3 2 1 3
3.3Ž .
for a sufficiently large integer N. Hence, by multiplying a power of z and3
substituting 0 into z , we obtain3
Y ¤ 1 , z Y ¤ 2 , z u w ; Y ¤ 2 , z Y ¤ 1 , z u w , 3.4Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 r 2 1 r
Ž .where u w / 0 and u w s 0 for all i ) 0. Substituting this into 3.4 ,r rqi
we see
Y ¤ 1 , z Y ¤ 2 , z u w ; Y ¤ 2 , z Y ¤ 1 , z u w 3.5Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 i 2 1 i
 4for all i. Since u w: u g M , w g M [ U spans the whole space M [ Wi D E D
w x Ž 1 . Ž 2 .by Proposition 4.1 in DM , Y ¤ , z and Y ¤ , z satisfy ``commutativity''
1 2 Ž .on M [ W for ¤ , ¤ g M [ U. By A2 and Dong's lemma, weD E
Ž 1 . Ž 2 . 1 2have that Y ¤ , z and Y ¤ , z satisfy ``commutativity'' for any ¤ , ¤ g
M [ W. It is clear that it satisfies the other conditions required to be aD
vertex operator of a VOA. We note that we don't need to prove ``associa-
Ž . Ž .tivity'' of Y ), z . It is also clear that V, Y is simple.
Let M 1 be an irreducible M -module and assume that an irreducibleD
k 1 11 i i iŽ .  4M -submodule of M is isomorphic to m H h , b for some h g ,E is1 2 16
and b i g Z8 . We will calculate the fusion products of M 1 with others. To2
Ä 1 8 s 8Žkys.Ž . Ž .simplify the notation, we assume h M s 1 0 . We will assume the
following:
Ž .HYPOTHESES I. 1 Let k be an integer, D be an e¤en binary linear code
with length 8k, and E be a self-orthogonal subcode of D.
Ž . k i i2 E is a direct sum [ E of Hamming codes E .is1
1 11 sŽ . Ž Ž . Ž ..3 Let U be an M -module H , b m ??? m H , b mE 16 16
1 1sq1 kŽ Ž . Ž ..H , b m ??? m H , b .2 2
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1 MDŽ . 1 Ž 8 s 8Žkys..Set M s Ind U and set a s 1 0 .ME
12 2 2ÄŽ . Ž .4 Let M be an irreducible M -module with a -word a s h M ofD 16
length 8k. Set a 3 s a 1 q a 2.
Ž .  i4i 2 35 Set D s b g D N b : a and assume E q D s E q D . Wea a a
note that D 1 contains [s Ei.a is1
We will explain the meaning of the last assumption. Set g i j s a i l a j
for i, j s 1, 2, 3. Then g s g 12 j g 13 j g 23 is a disjoint union and a 1 s
g 11 j g 13, a 2 s g 12 j g 23, a 3 s g 13 j g 23 since a 1 q a 2 s a 3.
For d : g , we use the notation d s d l g 12 , d s d l g 13, d s d l12 13 23
g 23 and so d s d q d q d . Choose d g D 2 ; then there is an b g E12 13 23 a d
Ž .3such that d q b g D by the assumption 5 . Since d , d q b : g , wed a d
Ž .  Ž . 141have b g g and d s b . Since E s m g E N Supp m : a is ad 12 d 12 a
Ž .direct summand of E, b g E. Hence, we can choose b g E so thatd 13 d
Ž . ² : ² : ² :2b s 0. If d , m s 0 for d , m g D , then d , m s d , m .d 13 a 12 12 23 23
²Ž . Ž . : ²Ž . Ž . :Since E is self-orthogonal, b , b s b , b . Therefore,d 12 m 12 d 13 m 13
we obtain
² : ² :d q b , m q b s d q b , m q bŽ . Ž .d m d m13 13
² :q d q b , m q bŽ . Ž .d m23 23
² : ² :s b , b q d , mŽ . Ž .d m 23 1313 13
² : ² :s b , b q d , mŽ . Ž .d m 23 1312 12
² : ² :s d , m q d , m s 0.12 12 23 13
Thus, we have the following:
PROPOSITION 3.1. Under Hypothesis I, if H 2 is a self-orthogonal subcode
 24 22of D , then a q b : a g H is also self-orthogonal. In particular, if H isa a
a maximal self-orthogonal subcode of D 2 , then there is a maximal self-a
orthogonal subcode H 3 of D 3 such that E q H 2 s E q H 3.a
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let H 2 be a maximal self-orthogonal subcode of
D 2 containing D 2 l E. If D s E q H 2, then M 2 is irreducible as ana a
M -module.E
w x 2Proof. By Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 in M3 , there is an irreducible M -H
2 2 MD Ž 2 . 2module U such that M ( Ind U and U is irreducible as anM 2H
M 8 k -module. In particular, U 2 is irreducible as an M -module andŽ0 . D l E2a2 M 2 M 22EqH EŽ . Ž .so M s Ind ¤ s Ind ¤ is an irreducible M -module.IE M IE M E2 2 l EH Da
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We will prove one of the main theorems.
THEOREM 3.2. Under Hypotheses I, M 1 = M 2 is irreducible.
3 M 3Ž .Proof. Let M be an irreducible M -module such that I / 01 2D M M MD
12 2 3and U an irreducible M -submodule of M . Clearly, a is a -word ofE 16
M 3. Let H i be maximal self-orthogonal subcode of D i such that E q H 2a
3 3 Ž 2 .s E q H by Proposition 3.1. Assume first that D s E q H s E q H .
3 < 2 <Then M and M are irreducible by Proposition 3.2 and soM ME E
M 3 M 3dim I F dim I s 1M M1 2 2D Ež / ž /M M U M
w x 2by Theorem 5.4 in M3 . On the other hand, U = M is irreducible as an
M -module by Theorem 2.3 and so M 3 s U = M 2 as M -modules. Fix aE E
1 M 3Ž . Ž .nonzero intertwining operator I ), z g I . Then for an M -2M DU ME
4 3 Ž .module M which is isomorphic to M as an M -module and I ¤ , z gD
M 3 1Ž . Ž . Ž .I , there is a scalar l such that I u, z s lI u, z for u g U.1 2M M MD
By ``commutativity'' of the intertwining operator and vertex operators,
Y 3 ¤ 9, z I ¤ , z w ; I ¤ , z Y 2 ¤ 9, z w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
we have
lY 3 ¤ 9, z I 1 u , z w ; lI 1 u , z Y 2 ¤ 9, z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
2 3Ž .for all u g U, ¤ 9 g M , and w g M . Hence, the action Y ¤ 9, z ofD
¤ 9 g M on M 3 does not depend on the choice of l and it is determinedD
2Ž . 1Ž . 3by Y ¤ 9, z and I u, z . Therefore, an M -module structure on M is2 D
uniquely determined and so M 1 = M 2 is irreducible.
We will next prove the general case. Assume H s E q H 3 / D. Let U 1
and U 2 be irreducible M -submodules of M 1 and M 2, respectively. ThenH
the tensor product U 1 = U 2 is an irreducible M -module as we showedH
and hence M 3 contains U 1 = U 2 as an M -submodule. Therefore theH
M -module structure on M 3 is uniquely determined by Theorem 5.3 inD
1 2w xM3 and so M = M is irreducible.
4. CONSTRUCTION AND UNIQUENESS
OF THE VOA STRUCTURE
In this section, we will show a new construction of vertex operator
algebras. We will first define a Fock space V of the vertex operator algebra
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as a M -module containing M . In particular, we assume that the vertexD D
Ž . Ž .ww y1 xxoperators Y ¤ , z g End V z, z of elements ¤ of M are alreadyD
given. We will then show that the vertex operators of the other elements
are automatically determined by its representations.
4.1. The Setting
Ž . Ž .We will assume the following Hypotheses II 1 ] 5 .
Ž .HYPOTHESES II. 1 D and S are both e¤en linear codes of length 8k
and S : DH .
Ž . a , b a c , b2 For any a , b g S, there are subcodes E and E of D such that
Ž . a , b a c , b w x2.1 E and E are direct sums of the 8, 4, 4 -Hamming codes
Ž a , b . Ž a c , b . cand Supp E s a and Supp E s a ,
Ž .2.2 we ha¤e
D q Ea , b q Ea c , b s D q Ea , b q Ea c , b , 4.1Ž .b aqb
 Ž . Ž .4 c Ž 8 k .for a / b , where D s b g D: Supp b : Supp a and a s 1 q a .a
Ž . a a3 There is an S-graded M -module V s [ V such that each V isD a g S
Ä a Ž0 8 k .Ž .an M -submodule with h V s a . Moreo¤er, V ( M as M -modules.D D D
Ž . Ž n.44 For a , b g S y 0 and a / b ,
M [ V a [ V b [ V aqb 4.2Ž .D
has a simple VOA structure containing M as a sub-VOA.D
In the section, we will prove the following theorem:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Under the abo¤e assumptions 1 ] 4 of Hypotheses II,
V s V a[
agS
has a structure of a simple VOA with M as a sub-VOA. The structure of aD
¤ertex operator algebra is uniquely determined up to M -isomorphisms.D
Ž 8 s 8Žkys..To simplify the notation, we assume a s 1 0 for a while. For
Ä a a , b s a , bŽ .a s h V and b g S, there is a direct sum E s [ E ofis1 i
w x a , b Ž a , b .8, 4, 4 -Hamming codes E such that Supp E s a . Therefore, as ani
M a , b mM a c, b-module, V a has a submodule U which is isomorphic toE E
s 1 k 1 ca , b a qbŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .m H , b m m H , b . Since D q E q E sjs1 j jssq1 j b16 2
D q Ea , b q Ea cqb , they satisfy Hypotheses I and so V a = V b is anaqb
V aqbŽ .irreducible M -module. On the other hand, since I / 0 by thea bD V V
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Ž .assumption 4 , we have:
LEMMA 4.1. V a = V b s V aqb.
4.2. Construction of Vertex Operators
In this subsection, we will prove Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.1, we fix a
nonzero intertwining operator
V aqba , bI ), z g I 4.3Ž . Ž .a bž /V V
which is a restriction of VOA M [ V a [ V b [ V aqb for a , b g S. OurD
next step is to choose suitable scalars la , b such that vertex operators
Ž . Ž .ww y1 xx aY ¤ , z g End V z, z of ¤ g V satisfy ``commutativity,'' where
Ž .Y ¤ , z is defined by
p g Y ¤ , z N V b s d la , bI a , b ¤ , z 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . g , aqb
and p g: V “ Vg denotes a projection of V s [Vg. Since intertwining
Ž . Ž .operators satisfy the L y1 -derivative property, Y ¤ , z satisfies the
Ž . a , bL y1 -derivative property for any choice of l . Set dim S s t and let
 4 ² :a , . . . , a be a basis of S. Set S s a , . . . , a for i s 0, 1, . . . , t and1 t i 1 i
V i s [ V a. We will choose la , b inductively. Since the V a are alla g Si Ž . 0M -modules, the vertex operators Y ¤ , z of ¤ g V s M on VD D
are already determined and they satisfy ``commutativity.'' Hence, we set
l0, a s 1. Assume that for a nonnegative integer r the vertex operators
Ž . Ž .ww y1 xx rY w, z g End V z, z of elements w g V are already determined
and they satisfy ``commutativity.'' Namely, we assume that la , b are chosen
Ž .for a g S and b g S such that all Y ¤ , z satisfy ``commutativity'' for allr
¤ g V r. In particular, V is a V r-module by these vertex operators. It is
clear that W d s [ V dqg are irreducible V r-modules for any d by therg g S
fusion rules and so V decomposes into the direct sum of irreducible
r Ž . Ž .ww y1 xxV -modules. Our next aim is to define Y ¤ , z g End V z, z for
¤ g V rq1. Decompose V rq1 s V r [ W a rq 1 as V r-modules. Set a s arq1
in order to simplify the notation. Since V a = V a s M by Lemma 4.3, theD
Ž . aassumption 4 implies that M [ V has a simple VOA structure and weD
denote it by
M [ V a , Y a . 4.5Ž .Ž .D
We first prove:
LEMMA 4.2.
W a = W d s W aqd 4.6Ž .
as V r-modules.
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Ž . Ž .ww y1 xxProof. We note that Y ¤ , z g End V z, z is already defined for
r Ž U . r a delement ¤ g V . Let U, Y be an irreducible V -submodule of W = W .
w xBy Theorem 5.4 in M3 , we have
U U
rdim I F dim I 4.7Ž .V a d M a dqbDž / ž /W W V V
for any b g S and so U contains V a = V dqb s V aqdqb as an M -sub-r D
a dqb dqaqb Ž 8 k .module. Since V = V s V , g s 0 is the only one satisfying
g bqd bqd  r d 4V = V s V . Also since ¤ u: ¤ g V , u g V , n g Z spans U, then
multiplicity of V bqaqd in U is one. Hence we have U ( [ rV dqaqbb g S
m, b V mqbw x Ž . Ž .as M -modules by DM . Let I ), z g I be an intertwiningm bD V V
aqdqmqb Ž Ž . < aqdqm . Ž .operator so that the restriction p Y ¤ , z of Y ¤ , z forV
b m , b Ž . g j g¤ g V is equal to I ¤ , z . Here p : [V “ V is a projection. By the
aqdqmqg Ž Ž . < aqdqm .fusion rule, p Y ¤ , z s 0 for g / b. Since the restrictionV
aqdqmqb Ž UŽ . < aqdqm . UŽ .p Y ¤ , z of Y ), z is also an intertwining operator,V
m, b UŽ . < m m, b Ž . < m bthere is a scalar l such that Y ¤ , z s l Y ¤ , z for ¤ g V .V V
UŽ . rSince all Y ), z for ¤ g V satisfy ``commutativity'' and ``associativity''
Ž .as Y ¤ , z do, we have
l mqg , bl m , g s l bqb , gl m , b
l bqm , gl m , b s lgqm , bl m , g s l m , bqg .
Hence, l m, b does not depend on either b or m and so U is isomorphic to
W aqd. In particular, since the module structure is uniquely determined,
a d aqdUŽ .dim s 1 and so we have W = W s W .a dW W
Let's go back to the proof of Theorem 4.1. As in the proof of Theorem
w x5.4 in M3 , we can induce every intertwining operator in
V dqaqg[
dgSr
rIV dqgW V[ 0
dgSr
VgqaŽ .from one in I . Namely, for each g g SrS , we can choose aa gM rV VD
nontrivial intertwining operator
V dqaqg[
dgSrg
rI ), z g I for each g g SrSŽ . V rdqgW V[ 0
dgSr
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g V aqg g Vgg gqaŽ . < Ž . Ž . < Ž .such that I ), z g I and I ), z g I area g a aqgV VM MV V V VD D
the restrictions of vertex operators in the given vertex operator subalgebra
a g aqg g Ž .M [ V [ V [ V for g f S . Since I ), z is the restriction ofD r
vertex operators, it satisfies ``commutativity,''
Ygqa u , z Ig ¤ a , z w ; Ig ¤ a , z Yg u , z w 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
for ¤ a g V a, u g V r, w g [ Vgqd, andd g Sr
Yg u , z Igqa ¤ a , z w9 ; Igqa ¤ a , z Ygqa u , z w9 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
a a r gqaqd Ž a a .for ¤ g V , u g V , w9 g [ V . Since a VOA M [ V , Yd g S Dr
a WŽ . Ž .is given, I ), z g I is uniquely determined by the propertyrW V
¤ a 1 s ¤ a ,y1
a Ž a . a yny1 a awhere I ¤ , z s Ý ¤ z for ¤ g V . Also, by the structure onng Z n
a 0 a V rŽ . Ž .M [ V , I ¤ , z g I is uniquely determined.D W W
Ž a . Ž .ww y1 xx a aDefine a vertex operator Y ¤ , z g End V z, z of ¤ g V by
Y ¤ a , zŽ .
0 I 0 ¤ a , zŽ .
a aI ¤ , z 0Ž .
g a0 I ¤ , zŽ .s .
gqa aI ¤ , z 0Ž . 0???
???
4.10Ž .
Ž a . Ž .By the definition, Y ¤ , z and Y w, z satisfy ``commutativity'' for any
r Ž .w g V as we showed. Moreover, the assumption 4 means ``commuta
tivity,''
Y ¤ a , z Y ¤ a , z w ; Y ¤ a , z Y ¤ a , z w 4.11Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
b Ž a .for any w g V . Therefore, Y ¤ , z satisfies ``commutativity'' with itself.
g Ž a . Ž .Since every I ¤ , z satisfies the L y1 -derivative property, so does
Ž a .Y ¤ , z . Using the normal product, we can define all vertex operators
Ž . rq1 Ž .Y ¤ , z of ¤ g V , which still satisfy ``commutativity'' and the L y1 -de-
rivative property. By the induction, we can define a VOA structure on V.
This completes the construction of a VOA.
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We next show that the VOA structure on V is unique. Clearly, if V has
a VOA structure with M as a sub-VOA, then V has to have the aboveD
structure that we have constructed. Since we can modify the difference
g Ž a .of scalar times of I ¤ , z by multiplying the scalar to the bases of
[ V dqg and [dqgqa, we obtain the uniqueness of vertex operatorsd g S d g S Vr r
up to M -isomorphisms.D
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